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E/CN.14/622
3/CN.14/TRAKS/114

REPORT CF THE TRANS-AFRICAN HIGHWAY CO-ORDINATING

ON ITS FOURTH MEETING

Lagos, 3-5 April 1974 '

Introduction

1. The fourth meeting -f the Trans-African Highway Coordinating Committee

was held at* Lagos j Nigeria, from 3 to 5 April 1974- Frm 31 March to 3; April

1974» representatives of the States members of the''Committee, two neighbouring

States, three observer countries and six organizations including the Economic
Commission f>r Africa travelled about 1,000 kilometres by r->ad to inspect the

Trans-African Highway section in Nigeria, i.e. Lagos-Benin City-Snugu-Etok

(Nigeria/Cameroon frontier) and thence t> Calabar, returning by air to Lagos.
Both the road and air travel involved in this trip were Tganized by the
Federal Military Government of Nigeria. '

Attendance

2. The meeting was attended by representatives of the six African countries
through whose territories the Trans-African Highway passes: Cameroon, the
Central African Republic, Ifenya, Nigeria, Uganda and Zaire.

3. Observers and participants from the following countries and organizations
also attended:

(a) Neighbouring States: Burundi, Chad, Rwanda and Sudan.

(b) Industrialized countries: Belgium, France, Federal Republic of Germany.
Italy, Japan, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States of America,

(c) Organizations: African Development Bank (ADB), Eaot African Community
(EAC); International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), International
Road Federation (IRF), the African Malagasy and Mauritian Common Organization
(OCAM), United Nations Multinational Development Advisory Team (UNDAT) at Yaounde
and the United. Nations Development Programme (UNDP).

Opening addresses

4. The^fourth meeting of the Trans-African Highway Co-ordinating Committee was
opened by Alhaji Fetni Okunnu, Federal Commissioner for Works and Housing of
Nigeria, who welcomed participants to the meeting on behalf of the Federal
Military Government of Nigeria«

V

5. The Federal Commissioner said that the Trans-African Highway project could
best be described as an essential element for the achievement of African Unity
and that its. political, economic and social benefits were incalculable.

6. He sai^that the Trans-African Highway was ultimately to be linked with the
projected Trans-West African Highway, the Trans-Saharen Road and the eastern
route to Ethiopia and Tanzania,

f '■
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7. During the previous three days participants had been able to see some of
the effort the Federal Military Government of Nigeria was putting into road
construction. He then described, section by section, the present status of

the Trans-African Highway section in Nigeria and pointed out that its construc
tion was being financed entirely by the Federal Government of Nigeria from its
own resources,

8. The Fedexal Commissioner reminded participants that two co-ordinating
Committees,one for the Dakar-Lagos Highway and the other for Dakar-fldjamena
Highway, had been established at meetings held'at Niamey in January 1974.

9. He further pointed Dut that another major international highway to
which consideration was being given was the Trans-Sahara Road (Algiers,-
Niamey -Lagos), linking Algiers on the Mediterranean with Lagos on the
Atlantic Ocean. At a ceremony held at the Nigeria-Niger border in January
1974i "the Presidents of Nigeria and Niger had jointly inaugurated the
Sokoto-Illela-Birni Konni road, a section of the projected Trans-Saharan
Road which was aptly named the Road of Unity.

10. The Lagos-iiombasa, Lagos-Dakar and Lagos-Niamey-Algiers highways would
provide a link between the Mediterranean, the Atlantic Ocean and the Indian
Ocean. More significantly, the Trans-African highways in the East, West
and Worth African Subregions would stimulate economic activity and encourage
international trade among African States in those Subregions. Above all,
thesehighways would promote further economic co-operation among independent
African States and facilitate the movement of their peoples.

11. The Federal Commissioner expressed the hope that in the next few months,
.Ministers responsible for highways and land transport would meet to consider
the progress made by the Co-ordinating Committee and to examine the proposals
for setting up a Trans-African Highway Authority.

12. He.stressed the need for Africa to unite and for African countries to find
a common cause among themselves and to move forward together politically and

economically, since, after all, African economies were no more in rivalry than
the economies of members of. the European Community.

13. On behalf of the Economic Commission for Africa and its Executive Secretary
Mr. Robert Gardiner, Mr. Mamadou Aw, Deputy Executive Secretary of ECA, expressed
his sincere appreciation to the Federal Military Government of Nigeria for having
hosted the fourth meeting of the Lagos-Mombasa Trans-African Highway Co-ordinatiL
Committee. On behalf of participants Ke^also expressed gratitude for the over-
whelming hospitality extended to representatives in Nigeria at Lagos and at
Benin City, Jmtsha, Eiiugu, Ikom and Iifum, on the Nigeria/Cameroon border and
Calabar during the pleasant rally preceding the meeting.

14-The Deputy Executive Secretary said that Nigeria held a high place in all
major projects relating to intra-African co-operation generally and a very
special place in trans-African road projects in particular in that Lagos was
the junction of the Mombasa-Lagos and the Dakar-Lagos Highways, while the third
Trans-African Highway from Dakar to Ndjamena would pass through northern Nigeria,
wo other Afrxcan country had such a privileged position in the pan-African road
programme.
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15. Be briefly reviewed the activities of the Trans-African Highway Bureau
and drew particular attention to some of the difficulties which needed joint
action fey the Committee if the project was fully to live up to its purpose of
strengthening the links among African peoples. !

16. He recalled the philosophy which had guided the project from the ti&<e it
was launched in 1971 and'which explained the apparent disparities in the
treatment accorded to the various sections of the Highway at the present stage
of the work. ^

17. Onoe the Trans-African Highway had been defined as an all-weather link
for normal vehicles, the principle had been adopted of making maximum use
of existing infrastructure and members of the Committee had followed that
principle in choosing the route at their meeting'at Bangui in 1972,

18. It had also been agreed that the Highway could not be of a uniform
geometric standard throughout right from the start and that the specifications
of the various sections would depend on traffic requirements and could in time
be brought into line with the increase in traffic. Thus, in Kenya, Uganda
and Nigeria, the sections of the Highway were of a heavy traffic, double lane,
bitumen-surfaced standard and the national road programmes of those countries
contained projects relating to the improvements which the growth of traffic
would necessitate.

19. The activities carried out by the Trans-African Highway Bureau during
its first two years, which related basically to prefeasibility and feasibility
studies, had not directly affected Kenya, Uganda and Nigeria. Efforts had
focused rather on sections of the Highway that were difficult or impossible
to pass.

20. While it was not essential for the entire length of the Highway to have
the geometric specifications of a heavy traffic road at the present, or even
in the immediate future, all the sections must nevertheless be improved to
such an extent as to be passable in all weather.

21. He underlined that failure to do this, on no matter how small a section
of the route, would invalidate the description of the project and the advantages
expected of it would not materialize in the foreseable future. For that

reason, the problems involved in the improvement of the entire route were of
concern to all States members of the Committee.

22. It oould be seen from the five year programme adopted at Mombasa that
therg .itfere, beginning to be delays in the Zairian section. Eore than 1,500 km,
amounting to nearly one quarter of the total length of the Highway, were
looated in Zaire and that secxi>n, more'than any other, called for greater
effort in view of its poor viability.

23. Within the framework of a commitment undertaken by the Government of Japan,
in January 1974 a Japanese mission had begun the feasibility studies for the
section between Bangassou on the frontier^with the Central African Republic
and Kisangani, which was a most encouraging development.

24. On the other hand, no start had yet been made on the study of the Kisangani-
Kasindi section for which aid had been promised by the Belgian Government.



25- The draft terms of reference for that section which had been prepared by

the Highway Bureau and a Belgian consultant and. sent to the Governments of

Zaire,and Belgium in October 1973 had not yet been approved by either party.

The attempts made by the Bureau to overcom'e the impasse had been to no avail.

It was therefore desirable that the Co-ordinating Committee should pay parti

cular attention +.0 Zairian section of the project and formulate recommendations
that would advance the work on it,

26. He informed the Co-ordinating Committee that the functions of the Bureau
had been expanded to include two other trans-African projects: one from

Dakar to Ndjamena through tho Sudeno-Sahelian zone and the other from Dakar
to Lagos along the Atlantic coast. The meetings marking the initiation of

those projects, which had been held :n January at Niamey, had recommended
that the existing- Bureau should act as secretariat for the new projects and

that it should be given additional resources so that it might become the
Bureau of the Trans-African Highways.

2.7. The Deputy Executive. Secretary concluded by thanking the industrialized
countries and international organizations for their continued interest in " "
and support for the Highway projects.

Election cf officers

23. The following representatives were elected as officers of the Committee:

. . Mr. 3.N. Ukpoma (Nigeria), Chairman • ^ :
Mr.,,J. .Ibaarab (Uganda), Vice-chairman

The Trans-African Highway Bureau was designated to act as rapporteur, as
was the usual pi-ooedure.

Adoption .of the -agenda .- ■. ! '

29. The following agenda was adopted; ...

1. Oper-ing addressers ■ . . ■ ■ <

2. Election, of officers

3- Adoption of the agenda ■:.■'..

4- Organisation of work ., ' .' - ■'

50 Progress report by the Trans-African Hi^xway Bureau

(a) Progress report on the feasibility studies of the various sections
of the TAHf . . ■

(b) , Report on tbe study of the administrative and legal factors impeding
the movement of persons and goods on the TAHj and

(c) Report on the establishment of a Trans-African Highway Authority
atid a Road Fund,

6. Discussion .

7» Other business

8. Date and place of next meeting
9- Adoption cf tho report
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Organization of work

30. In view of the fact that Thursday, 4 April, had been declared a national
holiday by the Federal Military Government of Nigeria, the following working
hours were adopted:

3 April (Vcdnesday): 4 p.m. - 7 p.m.
4 April (Thursday): National holiday :
5 April (Friday); Morning: 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Afternoon: 3 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Progress report by the TAH Bureau

31- The secretariat presented two documents: Trans-Afripan Highway Progress
MS£S*i (E/CH.14/TRANS/II2) and Feeder Links to the Trans^African Highway-~
Five Yftar Work Pro^rammp (E/CN. 14/TRANS/1O8). —

N ' '.■

32. In addition to the aforementioned reports the following three documents
were made available at the meeting:

(i) Feeder links from Ethiopia, Somalia, Sudan, Tanzania, Malawi and,
Zambia to the Trans-African Highway (E/CN.14/TRANS/95); V" "

(ii) Feeder links from Gabon, Equatorial Guinea and the Congo to the
Trans-African Highway (E/CN.14/TRANS/99);

(iii) Report, on the establishment of a Lagos-Mombasa Highway Authority
and of an African Road Fund' (2/CN.14/TRANS/1G6).

33. Furthermore, the secretariat provided copies of the following documents
to the heads of delegation of the six TAH countries:

f thG La€°S-**°mbaSa Tr^-A**ican Highway Authority

(ii) Draft Rules and Regulations of the African Road Fund (e/qN. 14/TRANS/11O);

(iii) Note on the project for^the establishment of a Lagos-^ombasa Trans-
African Highway Authority and an African Road Fund (E/CN.i4/TRAffs/i1i).

(a) TAH Studies'

34. A representative of the secretariat reviewed the progress made on the
feasibility studies of the various sections of the Trans-African Highway.

InJCenya : the whole section was bitumen-surfaced and there was no need
ror studies.

,|n Uganda: the engineering design for the realignment of the Equator
Hoad-Kasinda (39 ton), which was the only section which needed study, had
been completed. ^"

gjf!8. *he fie^d study of the Kisangani-Bangassou (714 km) section '
linanced by Japan, had commenced in January 1974.
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However, no start had yet been made on the study of the Kisangani-Kasindi

section (813 ha) for which aid had been promised by the Belgian Government.
The terms of reference had been prepared and the SCA secretariat had submitted
them to the Governments of Zaire and Belgium in October 1973 but they had not
yet been approved by either party. /

In the Central African Republic: the feasibility study on the Baoro-Garoua

Boulai section, financed by France, was underway. It was expected that the
field work would be completed in May 1974 and that the final report would
be submitted in October 1974.

In Cameroon : the engineering study of the Meidougou-tfibati section, for

which 50 per cont of the financing had be§n provided by the United Republic

of Oameroonsand$0 per cent by the Government of Italy, had been completed.

The/feaBi)3iii'fcy^:atU(^.Dfi;4h«^ibati--F umban section, financed by the Federal
Republic of Geimany, was underway. The terms of reference for the feasibility
study and preliminary engineering design of the Bamenda-Ekok section, which

were to be financed by the African Development Bank, had been accepted. The

next step would be the selection of a consulting firm to carry out the study.

In Nigeria; the feasibility study and preliminary engineering design of the
Abakaliki-Mfum-likok (Nigeria-Cameroon frontier) section, financed by the
World Bank, wore nearing completion.

(b) Feeder links

35. The five year programme for the implementation of studies and construction
work concerning the feeder roads to the Trans-African Highway was contained in
document E/CN.i4/TRANS/ia3, which had been prepared on the basis of information
available to the secretariat.

(c) TAH Authority and Road H'una

36. A detailed study on the project relating to the establishment of a Trans-
African Highway Authority and an African Road Fund had been carried out with

the resources available to the Bureau in the light of the recommendation made
at Mombasa.

37. Document :j/cN.14/TRANs/i11 contained all the information required for
Governments of members States to take a decision concerning the establishment

of a Highway Authority which, it appeared, would provide an institutional
support essential to the Trans-African Highway project.

(<*) Study of adnihistrative and legal barriers

38. The study on the administrative and legal barriers impeding the movement
of persons and #>ods along the Trans-African Highway had been completed with
financing provided jointly by the Governments of IPrancQ and the United Kingdom
and the draft final report had just been received.

39» Mr. Kevin 0 'Sullivan, Senior Partner of T.P. 0'Sullivan & Partners .which
had carried out the study in association with BCB3II, was invited to make a
statement regarding the study.
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40. He said that, in the study, the following three types of constraints

had been examined:

(i). . Constraints along the route (traffic and vehicle regulations,
licensing, etc,); ., .,

(ii) Constraints across borders (customs, immigration formalities,, etc); and

(iii) Constraints on the convenience of the traveller (hotels, fuel, etc.)

41. He said that the conclusions of the study were divided into two groups

\x) Recpmmendat10ns which could be. acted upon by: individual Governments

(in matters relating to speed limits, for example) without involving any
significant change in national policy or consultation with other Governments;

(ii) Proposals which involved reconsideration of national policy in such
matters as foreign exchange.

He then gave a brief review of the various recommendations and proposals
made in the . study. . .

Summary b f discussions

(a) Trans-African Highway

Zaire

42. The representative of ZaTre said that his Government had. approved the

terms of reference for the studyf'of theKisangani-Kasindi section and.that
what was now awaited was approval by the Government of Belgium.

43. He also said that his Government was actively engaged'in "the maintenance
of the Kisangani-Komanda section of the Highway.

Belgium

44. The representative of Belgium stated that. although he was attending
the meeting in an observer capacity, he wanted, the meeting to note that

the. terms of reference had already been signed by Belgium at the ministerial

level and now needed approval by Royal Decree signed by the Head of State.

Cameroon

45. The representative of Cameroon aaid that the engineering study on the
Meidougou-Tibati section had beon completed, and nagotiations were underway
for construction work to start as soon as possible,

46. The feasibility study on the Foumban-Tibati section was underway and
the preliminary report had been received by the Govornement of the United
Republic of Cameroon. The Poumban-Bafoussam section was already bitumen-
surfaced, and construction work on the Bafoussam-Bamenda had commenced in
February 1974.
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African Development Bank

47- In^reply to/a question raised,by, the representative of Gameroon in,

connexion with the progress oh the selection of consultants for. the Bamenda-i-

?ki] section tp^be £inanc.ed,,l3y -tye Affcioan -Development Bank, the ADB represan-
e^said.that the Government .of Cameroon,would eo.pn be informed ab6ut the

f, the QQnsultating firm. . -

Kenya . .J:" ^ ,,t . ,,. ■'. ' ;:. ":." ■ .'.. ■

^4S.. ,yhe,repr-es.(aJLt.ative o.f Kenya .confirmed that tho entire section of the
^,aiis-Aft|c^"Il^n.way in Kenya was bitumen-surfaced. However, there were
some 'i^ectiong i^ich. were he'ing widened, strengthened'Or:realign,ed<" -. ,

49« He hoped.that' construction work on certain other TAH sections would
Start as soon' as possible without being much delayed by, studies, especially
in Zatre arid the Central African Republic. .. •■■-■■■ ■--•--•_

France '

50. The representative of France announced that his Government had now agreed
to finance the feasibility study of the Bosserabelo-Baoro section, in the-
Central African Republic " : " - ■*-—■■■■

(b) Feeder links

Sudan

51. The representative of the Sudan said that the length of the feeder

roads'from the Sudan to the Trans-African Highway should be as follows;

Sudan/Uganda link:

Khartoum-Wad Medani:

Wad Modani-Kosti;

Kosti-IIalakal:

Malakal^Juba:

Juba-Nimule:

■ ■ ■" Total 'Su&an- , 1

Sudan/Ethiopia link:

187

217
50O

610

195

717

km

km

Ian

km

km

km

Khartoum-Wad Medani: 187 km

Wad Medani-Gedaref: 235 km

; Gedaref-Meteni'a:' 155 km

Total Sudan: 577
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Chad

52. The representative of Chad made it clear that his Government wished, to have

the following feeder roads to the Trans-African Highway:

(i) Ndjamena-Guelengdeng-Sarh-Sido (Chad/CAR frontier)

(ii) Sarh-Moundou-Beinamer-Chad/Cameroon frontier.

Burundi %

53» Eae representative of Burundi stated that the feeder road from his country

to the Trans-African Highway, from Bujumbura to Akanyarur was currently under

construction. .

Rwanda

54* The representative of Rwanda described the status of the feeder link from

his country to the Trans-African Highway as follows:.

Akanyaru—Kigali (160 km): The final engineering design had "been

completed* Partial financing had "been secured

from EDF and work was expected to commence .

before the end of 1974*

Kigali - Kanombe (10 km): Bitumen-surfaced«

Kanombe - Kayanza (66 km): The final engineering design was underway.
Financing for its construction had teen

obtained from China,

Kayanza - Kagitumba (126 km): This was an all weather road which was

regularly maintained™ The Rwandese Government

would continue its negotiations to obtain

financing for this section so that the follow

ing schedule might be adopted:

1974: feasibility study

1975: final engineering design

1976: construction work*

C) Establishment of a Trans-African Highway Authority and an African Road
Fund

55* The representative of the secretariat told participants that, owing to its

status as part of the Transport Division of ECAf which was a United Nat ion0 bodyf

the present Trans-African Highway Bureau was in a position to carry oiit only a

limited number of tasks. Mareoverf neither the Bureau nor the Co-ordinating

Committee in their present forms could make or guarantee the type of commitment

which would be required to implement the later phases of the project, which would

involve not only, the construction, maintenance and development of the Highway but

also the adoption of measures to standardize and facilitate the movement of persons
and goods along the road.
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56. It was therefore necessary to establish an Authority responsible for all
matters relating to the Highway and also a Road Fund, whose main function would
be to finance and guarantee the various activities of the'Authority, both in
terras of administrative expenditure and investments in the road.

57» After a lengthy discussion, participants adopted a resolution recommending
that the ECA secretariat should organize a ministerial conference to take the
necessary decisions relating to the establishment of the Authority and Fund,

the conference to be preceded by a meeting of experts.

58. The Committee adopted two other resolutions, one concerning the submission
of periodic reports and the other the Trans-African Highway section in Zaire.
The three resolutions are annexed to this report.

Statements by representatives of industrialized countries and international
organizations

59- The representative of France expressed his Government's continued interest
in and support for the Hi^iway project.. He said that in conjunction with the

United Kingdom ,the Government of France had. already financed a study on the

administrative and legal barriers to the movement of persons and trade on the
Trans-African Highway as well as the feasibility study for the. Baoro-Garoua
Boulai seotion in the Central African Republic which had already commenced.

The Government of France had also agreedto finance the feasibility study for
the Bossembele-Baoro section in the Central African Republic.

Italy

60. The representative of Italy said that his Government's support for the
Trans-African Highway project was confirmed by its participation in the technical
.survey of the Tibati-Heidougou section* Negotiations concerning financing the
construction of this section were now at an advanced stage. He further said that

his Government was also prepared to finance the study of the Meidougou-Garoua
Boulai section.

Japaa

61. The representative of Japan informed the meeting that the field work on
the Kisangani-Bangassou section in Zaire, financed by Japan, had commenced
in January 1974.

62. The leader of the Japanese study team reviewed the progress of the study
and said that the interim report was expected to be submitted to the Bureau in

October 1974, the draft final report in April 1975 and the final report in
September 1975. -

United Kingdom

63. The representative of the United Kingdom expressed his Government's
continued support for the Trans-African Highway project.
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64. The Road Research Laboratory in the United Kingdom was in contact

with the Trans-African Highway Bureau with a view to using the highway cost

model developed in Kenya by the Laboratory in conduction with IBRD for the

purpose of testing the results of the Trans-African Highway feasibility

studies.

65. The.Overseas Development Ministry "(OIK) had also offered to assist the

Bureau by providing a transport economist to help in the appraisal of the

feasibility studies.

United States of America s

66. The representative of the United States of America said that his

Government/was already contributing to the feasibility study phase of the

Trans-African Highway and would continue to follow progress with interest.

1 Belgium

67. The representative of Belgium said that the draft protocol agreement

concerning the feasibility study on the Kasindi-Kisangani section in Zaire,

to be financed by Belgium, had been approved in principle and it was expected

to be finalized within the next 2 months.

ABB

68. The representative of ABB thanked the secretariat for having invited

him.to participate and expressed his gratitude to the Government of Nigeria

for its hospitality. He said that, since.the Trans-African Highway project

fell within the objectives of ABB, the Bank would continue to help in its

implementation,

69. ADB would spare no effort to ensure that the African Road Fund profited

from the experience acquired by the Bank in the field of management.

IBRD

70. The representative of the International Bankfbr Reconstruction and

Development (IBRD) indicated that the World Bank group expected to continue

to participate in the financing of highway development in member countries.

He had noted the wish expressed by their representatives that the broad

political and social objectives of the TAH should "be taken into account

in evaluating projects to improve specific sections of the Highway. In

transmitting the additional information provided by the delegation of the

Central African Republic, he would comment favorably on th© progress made

and in particular the completion of the engineering design of the Bangui-

BOBsembele" road.

Other Business

71. The representative of the United Kingdom introduced a paper entitled

"An assessment of the condition of sections of the Trans-African Highway in

Kenya: The d*esign_of strengthening.overlays ^English only) and pointed out
some of the adverse effects on pavements of axle-loads heavier than those for

which the road was originally designed. For exemple:
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(i) A vehicle having double the standard axle load would have a
damaging power of over twenty times that of a standard axle.

(ii) The heaviest axle load recorded had a damaging power 1O3 times
that of a standard axle.

(iii) If the road between Mombas^a and Nairobi was not strengthened,
the expected life of the pavement would be less than 4 years.

(iv) If legal limits were strictly enforced and assuming a design life
of a years there would be a saving of £ 4 million.

(v) Tremendous subsidies were caused by over loaded vehicles and
thus considerable improvements were required in Kenya (and possibly in
Nigeria) if the roads were to withstand very high loads.

72. The abovementioned study had been carried out by the Overseas Unit of the
Transport and Road Research Laboratory in co-operation with the Ministrv of
Works of Kenya. ■

Pate and place of next meeting

73. The Committee decided that the next meeting would be held at Kampala,
Uganda, in March/April 1975. The exact date and arrangements would be •
the subject of further discussions among the Governments of Uganda and Zaire
and the Ti-ans-African Highway Bureau. Prior to the meeting, members of the
Committee would participate in a mini-rally over the section of the Highway
from Kisangani (ZaSre) to Kampala (Uganda).

Adoption_of_the report

74. The report was adopted by the Committee at its closing meeting on
5 April 1974. ^ ^
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Resolution 1

TAH Authority and Road :Fund

The Co-ordinating Committee,

Considering the magnitude of the questions arising out of the project

to establish a Trans-African Highway Authority and an African Road Fund,

Invites the Executive Secretary of ECA to organize a ministerial conference

to be held prior to the fifth session of the Co-ordinating Committee for the

purpose of a detailed consideration of the documents prepared by the Trans-

African Highway Bureau on the establishment of the Authority and the Fund, on

the understanding that a technical meeting of experts from the States concerned

will be held in advance of the conference.

Resolution 2

Report a^-

The Co-ordinating Committee,

Considering that continuity is a mark of efficiency in implementing the

project;

1- Stresses the need to keep track at all times of the progress made in the

work on the Trans-African Highway;

2- Invites the Member States to submit two periodic reports to the Highway

Bureau at yearly intervals, one of which should be submitted in February and

the other in September;

3- Reaffirms the need for each member Government to appoint a member of one

of itB competant technical services to act as a liaison agent with the Bureau

and to assign him the task, inter alia, of overseeing the project at all times,

■ -"**-
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'•■■'- Resolution 3 -■'•:.■■ : :

TAH section in Zaire

a

The Co-ordinating Committee, - *

Considering the condition of the Zalrian section ;of the Trans-African
Highway, ' . '

: Mating the information supplied by the Zalrian delegation,

Recommends that the Government of Zaire should pursue and intensify the

maintenance work now underway to improve theZatrian section of the Trans-
African Highway with a view to ensuring that the studies on it are not

unduly delayed with the result that the section c&n not be made permanently
viable in good time.




